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Peculiarities of tropical saprolitic soils of Peru 

Particularites des sols tropicaux saprolitiques du Perou

A. Carrillo Gil -  National University o f Eng ineering  & Ricardo Palma University, Lima, Peru

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the physical and mechanical properties that control the behavior o f tropical saprolitic soils o f the 

Peruvian Amazon plain. A brief review o f previous work is presented, analyzing the geology and climate interrelating them with the type of 

resulting residual soil to arrive to an adequate characterization, establishing furthermore particularities to be taken in consideration in the 

construction of engineering projects supported on these soils, mainly highways, airfields and fluvial ports . However the results shown in 

this paper only provide a global vision o f the characterization of the residual soils, considering that the Peruvian Amazon is located in a 

region o f a very singular world in light o f  their geotechnical occurrences and climate that create very difficult wet tropical soils to predict 

and handle in the construction o f the earth works.

RESUME: Cet article presente les proprietes physiques et mecaniques qui controlent le comportement de sols tropicaux de la plaine 

amazonique peruvienne. Une breve revision de travaux anterieurs es presente en analizant la geologie et climat et sa relation entre eux et le 

type du sol resultant pour arrive a une adequat caracterisation, etabiissant en tous les cas, les particularites qui adivent se prendre pendant 

la construccion des progets de ingenierie appuyes sur ces sols soient routes, airports, ou ports fluviels, malgre les resultats enseignes en cet 

article seulement indiquent une vision global de la caracterization des sols residuels en considerant que la amazonie peruvienne es mise 

dans une region trop singuliere du mond, ou les ocutTances geotecniques et le climat ont crie beaucoups de difficultes en ces sols du 

tropique humide, pour anticiper et les utiliser dans la construccion des remblais en terre.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years has been observed an increase in the number of 

studies with respect to the technology o f tropical soils, all they 

contribute to develop criteria adopted to establish their possible 

behavior, taking in consideration that tropical soils have shown 

different conduct have been compared with soil o f the other 

origins. They have been made also many attempts to identify the 

intrinsic characteristics o f tropical soils and their geotechnical 

properties. In these investigations has been taken one of the 

projects developed in Brazil designated MCT (Miniature 

Compacted Tropical) that permits the determination o f conduct 

lateritic and non-lateritic (saprolitic) that take into account its 

properties in relationship to their genetic characteristic 

(Nogami,1985). It has been considered for Peruvian tropical soils 

to adop as representative this classification, taking two principal 

groups, soils lateritics and soils saprolitics. in Peru , the tropical 

soils in a great percentage are o f type saprolitic, this is, clayey 

soils mixed with silt and sand mainly (Carrillo, 1978).

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The general geology (Vertamatti,1988) considers that large part 

of the Amazonian region has stayed cover during the periods 

interglacier o f the quaternary by an interior sea o f few depth, 

when the level o f the oceans having 100 meters above of the 

current (330,000 years back) and happened to fluctuate during 

several glacier era and interglaciers forming terraces throughout 

the water courses, arriving to have 100 meters below of the level 

during the last glaciar era (17,000 years back) and remaining in 

these deep channels the large rivers, between them the Amazon 

river, being increased thereinafter the levels at the current level 

(6,000 years back)

The accomplished studies establish that in the high jungle and in 

the limits o f the low jungle are found so much igneous rocks as 

sedimentary, while in the low jungle prevail saprolitic soils 

originated by the sedimentary rocks of the tertiary and 

quaternary and they are constituted mainly by sandstone, shales 

and clays.(Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Predominant rocks in the peruvian jungle
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Comparative properties o f peruvian tropical soils

Table I

Type of soil strenght sw elling shrinkage perm eability suction erosion

1 - Laterite Sand 

(LA)* (SP, SC)**
HIGH LOW LOW

LOW

TO

MEDIUM

LOW

2 - Laterite Sandy 

(LA') (SC)
HIGH LOW LOW TO 

MEDIUM

LOW LOW

3 - Laterite Clayey 

(LG') (MH, ML, 

OL, CH, OH)

LOW LOW
MEDIUM 

TO HIGH
LOW LOW MEDIUM

4 -Saprolite Sandy 

(NA') (SM, SC, 

ML, OL)

MEDIUM LOW LOW TO 

MEDIUM

LOW
LOW TO 

MEDIUM

HIGH

5 - Saprolite Silty. 

(NS') (SM, CL, 

ML, MH, OH)

LOW HIGH MEDIUM
LOW TO 

MEDIUM

HIGH HIGH

6 - Saprolite 

Clayey 

(NG') (MH, CH)

LOW
MEDIUMT

O

HIGH

MEDIUMT

O

HIGH

LOW TO 

MEDIUM

MEDIUM 

TO HIGH

* MCT Classification 

** SUCCS Classification

The generalized description o f the geomorphology o f the 

Amazonian region indicates that the low jungle is substantially 

flat and as said remain, their height varies between 80 to 400 

meters above mean sea level. Due to this small difference of 

elevation the rivers reflect slowly, having in the station dries the 

real lakes appearance. This region of the Amazonian plain, it can 

be indicated as o f the type advanced erosion. The Amazonian 

plain is characterized by his great humidity and earthly covered 

by a dense tropical vegetation (Carrillo et al,1993).

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

It is established that the principal agents in the training of the 

Peruvian tropical soil are the rain and the temperature. The first 

determines they humidity of the soil in the profile, while the 

second has direct action on the training o f the soil and influences 

the speed o f the chemistry reactions, that are duplicated by each 

first degrees o f temperature increase. Other agents o f the climate, 

in addition to the rainfall and the temperature, are the relative 

humidity, the solar radiation, the number o f sun hours and the 

evaporation mainly. In Peru in the tropical region the annual 

rainfall be at the point 400 mms and the temperature until 36 to 

40 degrees to the shade, this is, in Peru the climate acts in the 

decomposition o f the original material o f the soil or o f this same, 

those which at the same time act in very variable conditions, 

what determines difficult soil behavior (Carrillo et al,1994).

SOIL BEHAVIOR

Of the effected projects is deduced that geotechnical problems in 

this residual soils occur in the zone that it is not saturated, where 

the resistance to the barbed o f the soil this bound to the suction 

pressure o f the water, therefore the evaluation of the resistance 

parameters to the court requires o f the combined use of

saturation conditions and o f similar confining to the existing in 

the moment that occur the failure, or o f the contrary are obtained 

resistance values very distant to those which actually appear in 

the nature (Carrillo-De Campos, 1994).

On the other side, from the point o f view we practice has been 

achieved to establish empirical correlation between the plasticity 

characteristics o f these tropical soils and their probable 

classification for preliminary designs in the Peruvian amazon. Of 

the statistic analysis o f thousands o f trials, mainly for the 

highways and airports construction and landslides problems in 

the riverbanks o f the principal rivers o f the Peruvian jungle, they 

have been established some typical behavior characteristics and 

geotechnical zoning o f the territory that occupy these soils in 

Peru are shown in Table I (Comparative properties o f peruvian 

tropical soils) Figure2 (Correlation between tropical soils and 

Atterberg limits) and Figure 3 (Geotechnical zoning of the 

peruvian tropical soils) (Carrillo et al 1995).

INSTABILITY CONDITIONS

The stability o f the riverbanks in the Peruvian Amazonian jungle 

present a countless o f technical problems not experimented in 

other places, since in very few regions of the world are presented 

the atmospheric conditions, environmental or hydrological that 

exist in this region, to those which is them added the traditional 

materials lack for the construction (Carrillo, 1983).

Two factors that influence of preponderant way the failures of 

the banks o f the Amazon river are undoubtedly, the behavior o f 

the tropica] saprolitic soil and the special characteristics o f the 

river within the Peruvian Amazonian region, because o f this we 

emphasize o f general way these two aspects trying to explaining 

the phenomena occurred from makes some years in this region. 

During more than 40 years have been come producing landslides 

that they have damaged considerably different types o f works of 

engineering placed in the banks o f the Amazon river, being had
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Figure 2. Correlation between tropical soils and Atterberg limits
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Figure 3 Geotechnical zoning of the tropical soils o f Peru

evaluated his stability through different methods and calculation 

procedures, being found evidently, safety factors very low (Fs =

0.963) when the river impacts directly on the critical border, to 

go increasing gradually accordant the river is removed creating 

sedimentation and throwing safety coefficients that go growing 

(Fs = 1.341, 1.684, 1.848, etc.) until showing reasonably high 

stability, that assure of stable engineering works by a time that 

varies o f 50 to 100 years in some instances, for then o f this 
period, to return to present critical instability states (Carrillo- 

Dominguez, 1996).

FINAL COMMENTS

The results shown in this paper provide a global vision of the 

geotechnical characteristics o f soils o f the Peruvian wet tropic, 

that permits in the future the projects development with new 

behavior standards arriving to a real determination o f the 

properties o f the soil, that permit but forward the rational 

utilization o f these geotechnical materials, setting aside 

specifications and foreign procedures that result incompatible 

with the reality and that they have been utilized in the past for 

projects that they have suffered catastrophic failures with the 

consequent economic and material losses.

The riverbanks of the Peruvian Amazonian that in the future 

that they can be predictable with certain approximation 

considering their evolution in the geological time o f hundreds of 

years, since now in certain areas already it has passed the danger, 

and maybe within 100 or more years, the problem return to be 

presented and the safety coefficients o f the banks decrease 

gradually until to make them unstable and to produce large 

landslides as the occurred in the sites study. Due to the fact that 

yet it is not possible to arrive to a real determination o f the 

engineering properties o f saprolitic soils o f the Peruvian 

Amazonian, that permit below a behavior rational forecast o f 

these geotechnical materials, it is convenient to project 

engineering structures for a given useful life, agreed with the 

probable safety coefficients o f the banks of the river, being
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estimated the probable and necessary investments, in some 

instances effective and in given unnecessary others to the fact 

that the traditional criteria do not insert satisfactorily in many of 

the cases o f studied instability, considering finally that the 

Peruvian Amazonian is constituted in a region o f the very 

singular world in light o f their geological occurrences and of 

climate that believe very difficult wet tropical soils to predicting 

and handling in the engineering construction works .
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